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the citizen of direct responsibility for the conduct of the
proceedings. To be arrested and to stand in the dock
on a serious criminal charge is the fate of few of us.
Nevertheless, the courts could not function without
lay assistance. The holding of assizes and quarter
sessions involves the attendance of a large number of
jurymen, from whom the petty juries required to hear
particular cases are picked at random. For this purpose
any person occupying property worth £20 a year is
normally liable to serve; his presence in court may be
needed for several days on end; and, as payment ranges
between a shilling a case and nothing, a shopkeeper or
business man may suffer considerable financial loss.
The local coroner, the official whose task it is to
investigate every death which is not due to obvious
natural causes, may also require the help of a smaller
jury in determining his verdict. But jury-service
devolves automatically and inescapably: a duty which
is more tedious and is often shirked is that of giving
evidence in courts of law. Most cases which are at all
doubtful turn upon the evidence of witnesses, and, if
their names are known, they can be compelled to
attend court by a writ of subpoena. Otherwise (e.g.
in motor accident cases) they often refuse to come
forward, partly because of the loss of time involved in
what is at best a rather thankless task, and partly from
dread of the hostile cross-examination, by means of
questions on their evidence, to which they will be
submitted by the legal representatives of the other
party. The cross-examination system, as a method of
finding out the truth, has been described as the glory
of the English common law: but it is not in the
interests of justice that it should also be allowed to
operate as a deterrent.

